
Mathematically proficient students 

communicate verbally, numerically, 

symbolically, and graphically through: 

•Making sense of problems and 

persevering in solving them; 

•Reasoning abstractly and 

quantitatively; 

•Constructing viable arguments and 

critiquing the reasoning of others; 

•Modeling with mathematics; 

•Using appropriate tools strategically; 

•Attending to precision; 

•Looking for and making use of 

structure; and 

•Looking for and expressing 

regularity in repeated reasoning. 
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Our district is  pursuing a change to our high school mathematics course sequence 

beginning in the fall of the 2017-2018 school year. 

Our District’s Goals for Mathematics 
The Coeur d’Alene School District will challenge each student to develop and extend 

mathematical proficiency and literacy through a focused and coherent curriculum, 

highest quality mathematics teaching, and assessments that meet the learning 

needs of each student.  

Using the Common Core Standards as a foundation, the curriculum will emphasize 

depth over breadth with a focus on the foundational concepts and processes of 

mathematics. In order to address the demands of a changing world, our district’s  

mathematics instruction will prepare students to innovate, think critically, problem 

solve, communicate, and collaborate—therefore becoming inspired for future study. 

 

District Mission Statement 

We invest in each student to prepare, challenge and advance well-educated, 

resilient and future-ready citizens.  

 

District Vision Statement 

Coeur d’Alene Public Schools is an education leader, promoting opportunities for 

innovation in learning and inspiring excellence in everyone.  

Useful Websites (on InfoCenter): 

Big Ideas Math: 

http://www.bigideasmath.com 

 

Khan Academy 

http://www.khanidaho.org 

 

Common (Idaho) Core State Standards: 

http://www.corestandards.org 

 

Think Through Math: 

http://www.thinkthroughmath.com 

 

Idaho Math Initiative: 

http://www.sde.idaho.gov 

(Search Idaho Math Initiative) 

 

District Mathematics Curricula: 

http://www.cdaschools.org > 

Departments > Curriculum 

• Standards overview 

• Parent connections 

 

Idaho Regional Math Center 

http://www.uidaho.edu 

(Search Regional Math Center) 

 

Minds on Math (PEBC) 

https://www.pebc.org 

 

Michael S. Nelson 

Director of Curriculum and Assessment 

Msnelson@cdaschools.org 



OUR DESIRED INSTRUCTIONAL SHIFTS 
MATHEMATICS SHIFT 1: FOCUS 

There is a significant narrowing and deepening of the scope of how time and energy is spent in the math classroom.  This is 
done in order to focus deeply on only the concepts that are prioritized in the standards. 

What the Student Does… What the Teacher Does… 

• Spends more time thinking and working on fewer concepts. 

• Works at being able to understand concepts as well as 
processes (algorithms). 

• Makes conscious decisions about what to excise from the 
curriculum and what to focus on more deeply. 

• Pays more attention to high leverage content and invests the 
appropriate time for all students to learn before moving on to the 
next topic. 

• Thinks about how the concepts connect to one another. 

• Builds knowledge, fluency, and understanding of why and how 
we do certain math concepts. 

MATHEMATICS SHIFT 2: COHERENCE 
The learning is carefully connected within and across grades so that students can build new understanding onto foundations 
built in previous years. 

What the Student Does… What the Teacher Does… 

• Builds on knowledge from year to year, in a coherent learning 
progression. 

• Connects the threads of math focus areas across grade levels. 

• Thinks deeply about what he/she is focusing on and the ways in 
which those focus areas connect to what was taught the year before 
and the years after and how it connects to other concepts being 
taught in the same year. 

MATHEMATICS SHIFT 3: FLUENCY 
There are progressive goals of speed and accuracy with basic calculations.  Class time and/or homework time is structured for 
students to practice core functions. 

What the Student Does… What the Teacher Does… 

Spends time practicing, with intensity, skills (in high volume). Pushes students to know basic skills at a greater level of fluency. 
Focuses on the listed fluencies by grade level 
Creates high quality assignments and problem sets in high volume. 

MATHEMATICS SHIFT 4: DEEP UNDERSTANDING 

The Standards call for deep understanding and operating easily within a math concept before moving on.  Teaching and 

learning focus on accessing concepts from a variety of perspectives so math is seen as more than a set of mnemonics or 

discrete procedures. 

What the Student Does… What the Teacher Does… 

• Shows, through numerous ways, mastery of material at a deep 

level. 

• Uses mathematical practices to demonstrate understanding of 

different material and concepts. 

• Asks what mastery/proficiency really looks like and means. 

• Plans for progressions of levels of understanding. 

• Spends the time to gain the depth of the understanding for 
students 

• Becomes flexible and comfortable in own depth of content 
knowledge. 

MATHEMATICS SHIFT 5: APPLICATION 
Application of the mathematics assists in building understanding as well as demonstrating understanding of concepts. 

What the Student Does… What the Teacher Does… 

• Applies math in other content areas and situations, as relevant. 

• Chooses the right math concept to solve a problem when not 

necessarily prompted to do so. 

• Applies math in other content areas (i.e. science) to make 

meaning of and access content. 

• Provides students with real world experiences and opportunities 

to apply what they have learned. 

MATHEMATICS SHIFT 6: DUAL INTENSITY 
Both the practicing and the understanding of mathematics are done with intensity.  One is not favored over the other. 

What the Student Does… What the Teacher Does… 

• Practices math skills with an intensity that results in fluency. 

• Practices math concepts with an intensity that forces application 
in novel situations. 

• Finds the dual intensity between understanding and practice 
within different class periods or different units/topics. 

• Is ambitious in demands for fluency and practice, as well as the 
range of application. 

OUR NEW PATHWAYS (BEGINNING 2017-2018) 
REPLACING ALGEBRA 1 > GEOMETRY > ALGEBRA 2 

Our new course sequence takes the existing concepts learned in Algebra 1, Geometry, and Algebra 2 

and reorganizes them to better align with instruction in our elementary and middle schools as well as 

for standardized assessments such as ISAT, PSAT, and SAT. 

Our district’s integrated mathematics pathway offers students 

the opportunity to focus on developing conceptual 

understanding and to help them see how the disciplines of 

mathematics are intertwined.  Furthermore, knowing that our 

existing  elementary and middle school programs already use 

an integrated approach to mathematics instruction, allows for 

a more natural extension of these programs in high school.  


